FOR ONE LOUDSPEAKER

FORM-'B'
(PERMIT FORM)

Permit No._________________________/Date. _________________________

Granted under 3 section (4) of the Orissa Fire Work and Loudspeakers (Regulation Act.1958)

Sri__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Date Time Place

1. This Permit shall be returned to the Issuing Authority within a week after the date of expiry.
2. The Permit shall be produced for inspection on demand by the Police Officer not below the Rank of A.S.I. of Police or any Magistrate.

CONDITIONS IMPOSED UNDER SECTION 4(2) OF THE ACT.
1. Loudspeaker cannot be used in any place within radius of 400 meters from the outer compound area in existence and in absence of such compound wall, the outer fencing of a Hospital, Court and House of Educational Institution.
2. For the purpose of any public meeting or procession, the Loudspeaker should not be used beyond prescribed hours without the prior written permission of the Authority.
3. The Loudspeaker used for general propaganda or public meeting or procession and whether used on moving vehicles or otherwise shall be used during the restricted hours only as mentioned above and never beyond.
4. The use of Loudspeaker should be made subject to the local laws. (Local procession of the security requirements of the area and all other relevant considerations like weather conditions, festival seasons & examination period etc.
5. There should not be serious noise pollution and great disturbance to the peace and tranquility of the public. Specially, there should not by any inconvenience to the sick student community.
6. The sound limiter fix to the amplifiers of the said band party limits the intensity of sound to 65 D.B. for this purpose, the out-put of the sound produced has been measured by the Inspector-in-Charge / O.I.C of the respective Police Station under whose jurisdiction the procession shall be start, by means of sound level such intensity of sound i.e. 65 D.B. shall be maintained by the band party throughout the procession and in the event, it is detected in course of the procession that sound of a greater intensity than 65 D.B. is being produced by the instruments of the band party, all the musical instrument s shall be seized by the concerned Police Authority and proceeding for violating the sound pollution norms shall initiated against them.
7. Details of Band Party along with this permission from the undersigned be deposited with local Police Station.
8. The Loudspeaker cannot be used on both sides of National Highway.
9. There should not be any traffic congestion.
10. Site permission from the competent Authority must be obtained.